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            Abstract
Chromatin topology is intricately linked to gene expression, yet its functional requirement remains unclear. Here, we comprehensively assessed the interplay between genome topology and gene expression using highly rearranged chromosomes (balancers) spanning ~75% of the Drosophila genome. Using transheterozyte (balancer/wild-type) embryos, we measured allele-specific changes in topology and gene expression in cis, while minimizing trans effects. Through genome sequencing, we resolved eight large nested inversions, smaller inversions, duplications and thousands of deletions. These extensive rearrangements caused many changes to chromatin topology, disrupting long-range loops, topologically associating domains (TADs) and promoter interactions, yet these are not predictive of changes in expression. Gene expression is generally not altered around inversion breakpoints, indicating that mis-appropriate enhancerâ€“promoter activation is a rare event. Similarly, shuffling or fusing TADs, changing intra-TAD connections and disrupting long-range inter-TAD loops does not alter expression for the majority of genes. Our results suggest that properties other than chromatin topology ensure productive enhancerâ€“promoter interactions.
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                    Fig. 1: Genomic variation in balancer and wild-type chromosomes.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Impact of chromosomal rearrangements on gene expression.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Extensive changes in TADs have limited impact on gene expression.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Changes in promoter contacts and their relationship to gene expression.[image: ]


Fig. 5: Loss of long-range chromatin loops has little impact on gene expression.[image: ]


Fig. 6: Chromatin organization and expression around a 38-kb inversion.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              All raw data, which consist of 75 demultiplexed files, were submitted to ArrayExpress (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/browse.html) under accession numbers E-MTAB-7510 (whole-genome and mate-pair sequencing), E-MTAB-7512 (Hi-C), E-MTAB-7513 (Capture-C) and E-MTAB-7511 (RNA-Seq). The Hi-C contact maps, RNA-Seq read counts and other processed data are available on the Furlong Laboratory web page at http://furlonglab.embl.de/data.

            

Code availability

              
              Custom code used for the analysis is available at https://github.com/ajank/balancer-paper.
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Crossing scheme to generate heterozygote embryos.
a, Males from a double balancer line (If/CyO; Sb/TM3) were crossed to females from an isogenic wild-type â€œvirginizerâ€� line (+/+; +/+; see Methods). Resulting heterozygous males from the F1 generation (+/CyO; +/TM3) were back-crossed to females of the parental line. Embryos from the resulting N1pat generation (pool of 4 genotypes) were collected to perform allele-specific RNA-seq, Hi-C and Capture-C experiments. The reciprocal N1mat generation, used for RNA-seq, was obtained by back-crossing heterozygous females from the F1 generation to the male parental line. b, Table listing all datasets generated in the study, including genotype and developmental stage.


Supplementary Figure 2 Example and characteristics of Structural Variants in the balancer chromosomes.
a, A 258 kb balancer-specific duplication in chr2L. Top to bottom: wild-type and balancer Hi-C contact maps, log2 fold change before normalization (balancer/wild-type, red/blue), gene models, and differential gene expression (balancer/wild-type, log2 fold change). Differentially expressed genes (DE-genes) in orange, non-differentially expressed (non-DE) genes in blue and non-tested genes (lowly expressed or lacking SNVs) in grey. Hi-C contacts (~two-fold increase in balancer) confirm the duplication, inserted in an inverted orientation shown in (b). Expressed genes have a ~2-fold increase in allelic expression, as expected. Dotted lines indicate TAD boundaries. b, Model of the duplication and associated changes in TAD structure. Arrows mark the duplicated fragment, gradient indicates newly created contacts. c, Number of DNase hypersensitive (DHS) peaks deleted by â‰¥ 5% of their length in the wild-type (top) and balancer (bottom), indicated by orange vertical line. Deletions generally overlap a DHS less frequently than expected from randomly shuffling deleted regions in the genome (blue, green bars, respectively), as anticipated due to purifying selection. d-e, A 17.5 kb balancer-specific deletion at the breakpoint of the inversion chr3R:20.32 Mb: Wild-type (d) and balancer (e) Hi-C contact maps, deleted region in balancer highlighted in grey (d). DHS, gene models, and differential gene expression (balancer/wild-type, log2 fold change) are shown underneath. DE-genes in orange, non-DE genes in blue and non-tested genes (lowly expressed or lacking SNVs) in grey. Dashed purple lines indicate the location of the inversion boundary.


Supplementary Figure 3 Changes in gene expression between balancer and wild-type haplotypes.
a, Change in gene expression (balancer/wild-type, log2 fold change) in F1 heterozygous and single balancer (CyO only or TM3 only) adult fly heads (mixed sexes). Genes with significant (two-sided Wald test, 5% FDR) effect of genotype on differential expression (DE-genes) highlighted in blue, Pearson correlation coefficient (r) indicated. b, Same as (a), but comparing F1 heterozygous adult female heads to mixed sex heads as a proxy for expected biological noise. c, Change in allele-specific gene expression (log2 fold change) for testable genes with exons overlapping an allele-specific deletion or duplication. Fully duplicated genes are shown separately in Fig. 2b. Points, individual genes (180 genes partially deleted in balancer, 116 partially deleted in wild-type, 13 partially duplicated in balancer, 14 partially duplicated in wild-type); center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; whiskers, 1.5x interquartile range; dashed lines, two-fold increase or decrease.


Supplementary Figure 4 Extensive genome rearrangements within TADs have limited impact on gene expression.
a, Insulation score profiles, calculated at 21,800 genomic bins, are highly correlated between wild-type and balancer haplotypes when comparing replicates (R1 and R2) for each allele, even when considering regions affected by nested inversion breakpoints (red). Pearson correlation coefficient (r) indicated. Average r between biological replicates (same haplotype) = 0.912, average r between haplotypes (i.e. between the wild-type and balancer) = 0.857. b-c, Zoomed-in versions of Fig. 3b, c. d, Location (promoter) and change in expression (balancer/wild-type, log2 fold change) of differentially expressed genes (DE-genes, orange, 23 genes), non-differentially expressed (non-DE, blue, 138 genes), lowly expressed (light-blue, 161), not testable due to lack of SNVs (grey, 121) genes within the 16 disrupted TADs. TADs (outlined in grey) are centered on the location of the inversion breakpoint, indicated by the vertical dashed line (purple). In the top six, the closest gene to the breakpoint is differentially expressed (orange), while the 10 TADs below the dashed line have one or more non-DE genes (blue, light blue) closer to the breakpoint. e, Expression levels of DE-genes and non-DE genes within disrupted TADs; FPKM, Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads.


Supplementary Figure 5 Characteristics of differential Hi-C and Capture-C contacts.
a-b, Top: positional distribution of differential Hi-C (a) or Capture-C (b) contacts originating from Transcription Start Sites (TSSs) of differentially expressed genes (DE-genes) with >1.5 fold change in expression (orange) and non-differentially expressed (non-DE, grey) genes. Genes are aligned by their TSS and transcribed to the right. 95% confidence bands (shaded ribbons) estimated using bootstrapping. Bottom right: heatmap of differential contacts (balancer/wild-type, log2 fold change) for 200 randomly sampled DE-genes (Hi-C) (a) or for all captured DE-genes (Capture C) (b). Bottom left: expression change (log2 fold change) for genes shown in the heatmap. c, Fraction of Hi-C (left) and Capture-C (right) differential contacts originating from different classes and having their other end overlapping a promoter of a differentially expressed or non-differentially expressed gene, a distal enhancer or a distal DHS. The observed fraction (purple) is compared to the distribution obtained from random shuffling (1,000 times) of differential contacts (grey). Center line, median; box limits, upper and lower quartiles; whiskers, 1.5x interquartile range. p-values (two-sided permutation test) of significant differences (p<0.05) are indicated. Numbers in parentheses indicate: number of differential contacts in the given class, and (if applicable) number of unique genes, DE-genes or non-DE genes on the viewpoint side. d, Correlation of change in expression (log2 fold change) between pairs of DE-genes linked by a differential contact. Concordant gene expression (14 cases) in green, discordant (4 cases) in purple. Pearson correlation coefficient (r) indicated. e, Strength of all differential Capture-C contacts (balancer/wild-type, log2 fold change) established from each Capture-C probe region, ordered (left to right) based on the change in expression (log2 fold change) of the most DE gene assigned to the probe. Note that strongly differentially expressed genes (to the left and right of the purple arrows) do not have more, or stronger, differential Capture-C contacts.


Supplementary Figure 6 Nested inversions impact three neighboring loops.
a, Hi-C contact map (2 kb resolution, all Hi-C reads) showing long-range loops between Wbp2 and Nufip (top left), Wbp2 and kug (bottom left) and Nufip and kug (bottom right), indicated by asterisks. The locations of DNase hypersensitive sites (DHS), gene models, and differential gene expression (balancer/wild-type, log2 fold change) are shown. Differentially expressed genes (DE-genes) in orange, non-differentially expressed genes (non-DE) in blue and non-tested genes (lowly expressed or lacking SNVs) in grey. b-d, Zoomed-in wild-type (top) and balancer (bottom) Hi-C contact maps at 5 kb (left) and 20 kb (right) resolution showing the presence or absence of a long-range loop between Wbp2 and Nufip (b), Wbp2 and kug (c), Nufip and kug (d). e, Zoomed-out Hi-C contact map showing the presence or absence of long-range loops between these three loci in wild-type (bottom left) and balancer (top right) haplotypes. f, Schematic of the location and distance of Wbp2, Nufip and kug on chromosome 3 on wild-type (top) and balancer (bottom) haplotypes with respect to inversion breakpoints. Wbp2/Nufip are separated by similar distances in the wild-type (5.89 Mb) and balancer (5.34 Mb) chromosomes, and still form a loop despite intervening rearrangements (b). Wbp2/kug (c) and Nufip/kug (d) are separated by large distances in the balancer chromosome, leading to a severe diminishment of the looping interaction.
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